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STELLAR JOCKEYS DECEMBER NEWSLETTER
Welcome to the Stellar Jockeys  newsletter for December. We made it

through 2021, and before we head o� we've got a bit more news for you

all...

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Have Another GIF from Brigador Killers

Click the above image or this link  to see it in motion (it's too big for an

email, unfortunately). This is an example of just some of the new things

we've been working on, notably:

The car has many more sprite orientations compared to models

from Brigador - this gives it a smoother look as it turns.

An assortment of grass tiles that have a z-depth shader to give the

e�ect of the headlights casting shadows.

Road crack tiles that add extra detail to environments.

Various new "minis" in the form of signage.

The destroyed cop car is new, sort of. In our �rst game most vehicles

when destroyed leave a "hulk" on the ground. Hulks are desaturated

versions of a vehicle sprite, giving the illusion of being burned out.

Here's what the original color of the car looks like.

We'll get into more detail about the above in 2022, especially the cars,

because the wheeled vehicle movetype is one of the major additions to

the game engine.

Regarding Deliveries To The United Kingdom
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In January this year we announced that we had halted merchandise

deliveries to the UK as a result of Brexit . In recent months we were able

to conclude that because of the extra overhead required with regards to

the UK's HMRC and obtaining a UK VAT ID (even though we are not a UK

business) we will not be sending packages to the UK, as the cost of

doing so would not be balanced out by current sales. Once again to all

prospective UK customers: we are sorry and we hope the situation

improves in 2022.

If you are not in the UK, you can still take advantage of our seasonal

promocode HOLIDAYS2021 at our store checkout (or click the button

below) which will give you 20% o� your next merch purchase. Please note

that a minimum order value of 8 USD is required. The promotional code is

active until 23:59 CST, December 31st, 2021.

Get 20% O�

Community Spotlight

When you think December, obviously the �rst thing that comes to mind is

Norman Osberger. First up is the South Park-themed "Oh my god, they

killed Norman" by Lowkek Ops...
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...meanwhile Juntti never left, �rst with Norman pondering...

...second, it turns out, Norman's also been getting into NFTs... 

...We don't expect Norman's new venture to work out. Lastly, we opened

with a tease, so we'll close with one more. Here's Brigador book author

Brad Buckmaster's visualization of the BK novel characters during The

Long Night.



Many more community contributions can, as ever, be seen in the

#becks_best  channel on our Discord server.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Year

We'll be getting back to speed in the second week of January 2022 but

there'll be plenty more BK news in the coming year.

Happy Holidays from Stellar Jockeys!

Stellar Jockeys

112 N Neil St Apt D, Champaign, IL

United States
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